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“It was a twilit grotto of enormous height, stretching away
farther than any eye could see; a subterraneous world of
limitless mystery and horrible suggestion.”

Taken from ‘The Rats in the Walls’ by H.P. Lovecraft,
first published in ‘Weird Tales’, March 1924.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MONTHLY MAGAZINE
Welcome, Orb dwellers, to the second issue of Shadows of
Centralis Monthly Magazine. In this month’s issue we will be
taking a closer look at the gods who watch over the Orb, as
well as delving into the Magic side of the Shadows of
Centralis game. This month’s Army Focus features the stoic
and cantankerous Dwarfs, while there is a conversion
spotlight which may be of particular interest to players of the
Lords, as we create a Reader of the Scriptures.
Describing her enthusiasm for the world of horror,
referencing, amongst others, the ‘King of Horror’ himself, the
prolific American writer Stephen King, this month’s Horror
Fiends features sculptor and artist Trish Carden.
Entitled Shadows of Centralis & Warlord Games, there is a
special Warlord Games focussed article which details using
the company’s many miniatures in your games of Shadows of
Centralis, along with a few words from Warlord Games’ boss
John Stallard.
Completing this month’s issue are three exclusive interviews
with personalities from different parts of the wargaming
hobby, as rulesmith extraordinaire and River Horse owner
Alessio Cavatore, sculpting master and driving force of Satyr
Art Studio Drew Day Williams, and SylCreate putty guru Scott
McCarthy talk with Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine.
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EXCLUSIVE SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MINIATURE

Available directly from Lucid Eye Publications, R’lyeh, Acolyte
of Rooth is the official Shadows of Centralis miniature, and
can be purchased as part of a special bundle, which includes
the Shadows of Centralis book. For those who already have
the book, the miniature can also be purchased separately.
Full details of how to field this model in your games of
Shadows of Centralis can be found in issue #1 of Shadows of
Centralis Monthly Magazine, available via Amazon or as a
free PDF download from the Shadows of Centralis website.
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Shadows of Centralis: ‘R’lyeh, Acolyte of Rooth’, the official Shadows of
Centralis miniature, sculpted by Steve Saleh and available exclusively from
Lucid Eye Publications.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: SNAPSHOT OF THE GODS
With each of the Orb’s forces following the teachings of
different deities, the gods play an important role in games of
Shadows of Centralis. Detailed within respective Army Lists,
each army Prays to their god before battle, and receives
special blessings. Meanwhile, a Magic User runs a constant
risk of being rebuked by opposing gods, suffering punishment
which can sometimes result in the wizard’s death, as the
supernatural entities mock and toy with him.
“They are everyone and nowhere. They are all colours and no colours. They
are before time and beyond time. They exist within spaces to us unseen,
and breathe a life eternal that is beyond our imaginings.” Taken from
‘Observations of the Gods’ by Arch Acolyte of the Church of Endovelicus,
Sigmund Rufus.

Each looking to claim for themselves the prized key of life
from the Orb-encased Centralis Portas, spawner of the gods,
watching over the Orb from their otherworldly realms, there
are fourteen especially powerful deities, the Shadows of
Centralis; T’Zor, Ystrad, Dagnr, N’kish, Rooth, Buffo, Puck,
Endovelicus, Berossus, Sus, Ophelia, Loochaan, Barnabas and
Taranix.
Cruel, merciless, and intensely violent, there are some gods,
such as N’kish and Taranix, who seem inherently evil.
Meanwhile, on the surface, seemingly driven by virtue, a
deity such as Dagnr or Loochaan could be considered wholly
honourable and good. There are other gods, such as T’Zor,
for whom the question of good or evil appears more
nuanced. In truth, when tracing back the origins of the gods,
looking to the original coalescing of the Greater Beings’ star
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craft with the essence of Centralis Portas, and the creatures
that Centralis Portas constructed over the countless
millennia which followed, it becomes evident that each of
the gods are much more multifaceted creatures than they
initially appear. Though levels vary greatly, at their core, each
god is essentially both good and evil.
T’ZOR (God of the Damned)
From a supernatural plane which blends realities and time as
it bounces between dimensions, it is with an unquenchable
thirst for vengeance that the embittered T’Zor guides his
followers on the Orb, his ‘children’, the Damned. A champion
of misfortune and a saviour of the shunned, T’Zor teaches
that to be diseased is to be blessed. Such is the number of
the Orb’s inhabitants for whom persecution is all too
common, T’Zor’s sickly flock is growing legion.
YSTRAD (God of the Dwarfs)
Ystrad, god of the dwarfs, is a stubborn, irascible, and
avaricious deity with a difficult and tempestuous character.
Fiery-tempered and prone to rash decisions, Ystrad is wellknown for holding longstanding grudges. For all his
challenging aspects, though, Ystrad is also a determined and
loyal god, one who is dedicated in his efforts to reunite his
fractured people on the Orb.
DAGNR (Goddess of the Elves)
Much like Ystrad, Dagnr, goddess of the elves, has observed
her once numerous and flourishing people on the Orb suffer
greatly through infighting and the rise of other empires.
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Unlike Ystrad, Dagnr is patient and perceptive, a graceful and
judicious goddess. Holding deep spiritual bonds with the
elements of the Orb, Dagnr is considered the master of the
winds and seas.
N’KISH (God of the Fiends)
Sometimes referred to as the Beast God or Jackal God,
savage and violent, N’kish is the supreme god of the Fiends.
Reigning over his grotesque spiritual realm with a ferocious
temper, N’kish is a bloodthirsty monster whose cruelty
knows no bounds. With numerous enemy souls encased
within a demonic prison, N’kish leads his bestial minions in
frenzied hunts, resulting in a repeated death cycle for the
unfortunate prisoners.
ROOTH (Goddess of Extinction)
Fuelled with nihilistic and anarchic desires, Rooth resides
within a spiritual sanctuary called the Palace of Solace. With
turquoise seas and the sky a permanent shade of deep
orange, for those who share Rooth’s heavenly paradise, their
eternal souls experience ultimate fulfilment. In order to
achieve their place alongside their goddess, Rooth’s
followers, the Servants of Extinction, must eradicate all
before them.
BUFFO (God of the Followers of the Eye)
Often called the Toad Goad, Bloated God, Sleeping God, or
the Eye, to his worshippers on the Orb, the Followers of the
Eye, Buffo is considered the master of all knowledge. A
behemoth of a god, Buffo bears the exaggerated, swelling
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form of a toxin-secreting toad. His slow and cumbersome
movements, coupled with his cyclopean mass, betray Buffo’s
dynamic thinking and awareness of time travel secrets.
PUCK (God of the Goblins)
Frolicsome, mischievous, and a lover of explosions, Puck is
the god of the goblins. Flowing with frantic laughter, frenetic
music, and unbridled merriment, Puck’s celestial masquerade
balls are an outward project of the god’s excitable character.
Considered with contempt by the other gods, deemed no
more than a puppet to his own psilocybin-fuelled fantasies,
Puck is often underestimated. Undisturbed, it is with intense
craftiness and sleight of hand that Puck is foxily putting into
place his plans for domination of the Orb.
ENDOVELICUS (God of the Konstrato Empire)
To his followers, the pious people of the Konstrato Empire,
the god Endovelicus is a most just and virtuous supreme
being. His worshippers see the god as a beacon of purity who
is intent to clear the Orb of the abomination of evil. To
others, Endovelicus is viewed as an arrogant, conceited,
greedy and intolerant god. Following the teachings of
Endovelicus, the Konstrato Empire is a crusading force of
zealous believers.
BEROSSUS (God of the Lords)
Fused with his interplanetary eldritch craft, Berossus is a
crazed god whose being has become ravaged through aeons
of incessant nomadic travelling. Obsessed with technology
and the blending of mechanical aspects with physiology,
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Berossus has dedicated hundreds of decks on his star craft to
experimental surgeries carried out by tethered, stimulantaddicted surgeons.
SUS (God of the Orcs)
Sus, sometimes known as the Swine God or God of Gluttony,
is the god of the orcs. A hulking fusion of swine and orc, Sus
watches over the Orb from his disturbing spiritual plane of
Zhu, which he shares with a multitude of subservient porcine
beasts. To his followers on the Orb, Sus’ teachings are
centred around destruction and brutality.
OPHELIA (Goddess of the Order of Ophelia)
Ophelia, a supernatural being with the ability to shapeshift
into a myriad of strange creatures, is the powerful goddess of
the Order of Ophelia. Leading her ethereal coven of thirteen,
praised as a supreme witch, to the Order of Ophelia this
goddess is the true ruler of the Orb. To Ophelia, the Orb is a
diseased garden of which only her disciples can bloom.
LOOCHAAN (God of the Samurai)
Sometimes called the Warrior God or God of Balance,
Loochaan, god of the Samurai, observes the activities of the
Orb from his floating fortress which exists deep within a
multidimensional fiery kechibi. Loochaan’s Samurai followers
take from their god the importance of loyalty, bravery, and
honour, all of which should be applied to the art of war.
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BARNABAS (God of the Undead)
A powerful, dark-hearted champion of the undead, Barnabas’
origins are shrouded in mystery and legend, but most believe
him to have once walked the Orb as a great warrior before
achieving astral ascendency following pacts made with a
multitude of foul demigods.
TARANIX (God of the Yalif)
Bearing two equine-looking heads, and with his body
decorated with a multitude of evil symbols and bloody
trophies of war, Taranix a is cruel and brutal supernatural
warlord whose hulking physique and bestial appearance
threaten extreme violence. With a hatred of technology, and
often looking to disturb the natural elements of the Orb,
Taranix holds a particular contempt for the deities Berossus
and Dagnr.

Full details of the gods can be found in the Shadows of
Centralis book, which is available for purchase via Amazon,
Gripping Beast Ltd, Diehard Miniatures, and Lucid Eye
Publications.
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Diehard Miniatures: www. diehardminiatures.com
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com
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Projecting a booming, ground-tremoring guttural roar, which
abruptly adulterated the still and crisp early morning air, N’ya
bellowed his praise to the Beast God, N’kish. An unhallowed and
bloodthirsty torturer of enslaved souls, N’Kish, sometimes known
as the Jackal God, was the deity of the Fiends. Clearly blessed by his
god, N’ya was a hulking monstrosity, his oversized humanoid form
saw him stand upon huge cloven hooves, from which stemmed
powerful calves and muscular thighs. His herculean torso and
mighty arms were covered with layers of ill-kept chainmail shirts
and mismatched armour. Meanwhile, with his hide covered in
filthy, coarse, blood-soiled matted hair, the Fiends warlord carried
a foetid stench.
Around N’ya, under the heady influence of their intoxicating bloodbased libations, human cultists, who had long ago adopted the
mindset of beasts, chanted with dark tongues as their wicked
blades glinted in the twilight. These twisted denizens of caliginosity
would draw the fire of the enemy, while units of Fiends armed with
close combat weapons would take the fight to them. Savage but
sagacious, N’ya, the self-proclaimed Hand of N’kish, had carefully
planned this attack on the dwarven garrison. Having, during the
preceding weeks, polluted their wells with rotting corpses and
interrupted their supply of provisions through stealthy ambushes,
N’ya was leading his Fiends into conflict with a much-weakened
dwarf force. N’ya knew, though, given the ingrained stoical and
resolute nature of dwarfs, that the defending troops would still not
capitulate easily.
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SOPHISTICATION THROUGH SIMPLICITY: A TALK WITH
ALESSIO CAVATORE
Born in Turin, Italy in
1972, Alessio Cavatore is
a name synonymous with
wargaming. A wargames
enthusiast from a young
age, Alessio began his
career with Games
Workshop in the mid1990’s, working on a
multitude of games and
supplements which
included the company’s
Alessio Cavatore. Copyright: River Horse. ‘big three’ of
Warhammer,
Warhammer 40,000, and Lord of the Rings. Following a
fifteen-year stint with Games Workshop, in 2010 Alessio set
up his own enterprise, River Horse, a games design company
which has worked with Warlord Games, Mantic, Fantasy
Flight Games, Fireforge Games, Para Bellum, Draco
Studios, and many others, in addition to collaborating with
the likes of Jim Henson, Lionsgate and Hasbro, as well as
producing its own range of games, too.
Talking a little about each of River Horse’s most recent
projects, this article sees Alessio discuss The Umbrella
Academy Board Game, the ongoing collaborations between
River Horse and the Jim Henson Company, Tales of Equestria,
and Warlord Games’ Combined Arms.
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Beginning life as a comic book series first released in 2007
and 2008 via Dark Horse Comics, The Umbrella Academy has
gone on to earn a wider audience through the Netflix
television adaption which premiered in 2019. Expected to be
released in early-2023, The Umbrella Academy Board Game
is a collaborative project between Mantic, Dark Horse and
River Horse. Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine asked
Alessio if he had been a fan of the Umbrella Academy
television series before becoming involved in the project,
also how the collaboration with River Horse came about.

The Umbrella Academy Board Game. Copyright: Dark Horse/ Mantic
Entertainment Ltd/ River Horse.

Alessio Cavatore: Oh yes, I did love the T.V. series, and Jack
(Caesar) knew the comic, too, so we were delighted to get
the chance of working on it. At River Horse we often
provide game design services to other companies (like
Mantic, Warlord Games, Draco Studios... ), so it was just a
case of agreeing a quote/ timeline for the project and off
we went!
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As usual, it's challenging to try to capture the essence of a
story in a game, but it's very rewarding when you get there.
Another part of this type of collaboration that is very cool is
when, after handing over a manuscript and a prototype,
you eventually get to see an amazing-looking finished game.
It's seeing an idea, a mental image taking form in front of
your eyes, which is really exciting for a creative mind.

The Compendium of Equestria published by River Horse Games, awarded
Best Role-playing Expansion at the UK Games Expo Awards 2021.
Copyright: River Horse.
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A highly respected rulesmith with a bursting CV, as soon as
Alessio launched River Horse he found his company’s services
in much demand. As well as creating their own range of
games, the first of which was Shuuro, River Horse courted
the attention of wargaming companies such as Mantic,
Warlord Games, and Fireforge. Then came River Horse’s
association for making licensed products as they created
games such as Terminator Genisys, Labyrinth The Board
Game and The Hunger Games: MockingJay – The Board
Game. Given the slant towards fantasy, science fiction and
historical wargames, River Horse’s next collaboration
demonstrated the company’s ability to think outside of the
box.
Alessio Cavatore: One day I was sitting with my young
daughter, we were watching My Little Pony together. I
remembered My Little Pony from the 1980’s, this hobby
where you collect plastic horses with manes that you could
comb… no, not for me! But then watching this new show,
Friendship Is Magic, I sat astonished. It was fantastic. There
were forests and dragons and manticores and spells, it was
like Dungeons & Dragons, fantasy! The characters were cute
but also funny. In Disney style, there would be some jokes
that went over the heads of the children watching but the
adults get.
I really enjoyed the show. I thought to myself, “I think I’d
like to write up a game for my daughter, an RPG style
system.” We pitched it to Hasbro as an idea and they went
for it. So, Tails Of Equestria, the My Little Pony RPG was
created. It was really cool. There was a moment a few years
ago when Tails Of Equestria was the second-best selling
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RPG in the UK, after Dungeons and Dragons. The game was
even more successful that the Star Wars RPG at the time,
which was third!

Tails of Equestria: The Compendium of Equestria. Copyright: River Horse/
Hasbro.
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Such is the continued enthusiasm for all things Equestriarelated, in 2021 River Horse were awarded Best Role-playing
Expansion for The Compendium of Equestria at the UK
Games Expo.
Alessio Cavatore: It’s very nice to see that Tails of Equestria
is still a beloved system after all of these years. There is
something new on the distant horizon in this area, but
because of the crisis in shipping and manufacturing around
the world, I can’t make promises on timing, so don’t hold
your breath...
Whilst it was considered a commercial disappointment at the
time of its initial 1986 release, with box offices sales bringing
in less than half of its $25 million budget (despite the
combined efforts of Jim Henson, George Lucas, and David
Bowie), Jim Henson’s music-laden fantasy film Labyrinth has
gone on to build up a sizeable cult following. Starring David
Bowie and Jennifer Connelly, the majority of the remaining
Labyrinth ‘cast’ is comprised of elaborate puppets developed
from the conceptual designs of renowned fantasy illustrator
Brian Froud, whom Jim Henson had previously worked with
during The Dark Crystal film, released four years prior.
Though heralded as ground-breaking for its extensive use of
animatronics, The Dark Crystal had been criticised as too dark
and menacing in plot for a ‘family film’, consequently
Labyrinth, whilst holding a deeply fantastical aesthetic, fused
greater comic elements with musical performances.
With their Labyrinth card games, boardgames, and RPG’s,
River Horse created with the Jim Henson Company a
successful partnership for producing high quality, enjoyable,
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and collectable games. This collaboration continued as River
Horse produced the Dark Crystal board game. The latest
addition to the River Horse/ Jim Henson Company catalogue
is The Dark Crystal Adventure Game; a superb RPG presented
in a beautiful hardback book which is complete with three
bookmarking ribbons and unique transparent overlaying
pages (which offer hidden information!). What’s more, it is
said that there are future River Horse/ Jim Henson Company
projects in the pipeline, too…

The Dark Crystal Adventure Game. Copyright: River Horse/ The Jim Henson
Company.
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Alessio Cavatore: The Labyrinth movie disappointed at
launch, while Dark Crystal had done well. After many years
though, Labyrinth has grown into a classic with a very large
fanbase, overtaking Dark Crystal in popularity. In the
novelization of the Labyrinth movie, Jareth (the Goblin King
played by David Bowie in the film), states that he “likes to
think of his Labyrinth as a board game…” I think the secret
of this everlasting success is the more light-hearted nature
of the story, and the fact that Labyrinth features humans
alongside the puppets. I think people feel that is closer to
the Muppet Show, which informs the love of the fanbase
for all things created by Jim Henson.
I think that the puppets created by Jim Henson are based on
archetypical fantasy and folklore creatures and therefore
play on very deep chords of our imagination. And there is
that strong nostalgia factor for people that were teenagers
in the eighties, like me!
Written by Alessio Cavatore and Rick Priestley, the award
winning Bolt Action is a 28mm scale World War II wargame
by Warlord Games. Launched in 2012, Bolt Action Second
Edition was released in 2016. Looking to ensure compatibility
with previously released Bolt Action publications, the only
original Bolt Action book to require an updated release for
this second edition was Armies of Germany. With a product
range boasting thousands of items, from model box sets to
individual figures, army specific books to campaign
supplements, Bolt Action allows complete versatility in
constructing both Allied and Axis forces.
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Released in May 2022, Warlord Games’ Bolt Action –
Combined Arms is board game which can be played as a
standalone system or incorporated into campaigns which
involve games of Bolt Action, Blood Red Skies, Cruel Seas,
and Victory at Sea. Turning to the co-creator of Bolt Action,
Warlord Games looked to Alessio when it came to the
creation of Combined Arms.

Combined Arms. Copyright: Warlord Games/ River Horse.

Alessio Cavatore: River Horse designed the game for
Warlord. Following the brief, we designed it so that it can
be played as a self-standing boardgame or as a campaign
system for miniature wargames of Bolt Action, Blood Red
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Skies, Cruel Seas, or Victory at Sea. When used as a
standalone system, I’d say a game lasts a couple of hours.
Compared to other World War II boardgames, Combined
Arms is much, much simpler, much, much faster and on a
very different scale, it does not recreate the entire World
War II, but rather just a single theatre/ operation.
Combined Arms feels more modern and ‘board-gamey’ in
style, particularly if you don't use it as a campaign system. It
is probably because its core engine has been designed by
Jack Caesar, who wasn't even born when I was starting with
wargames, playing with the Battlegame Books by Andrew
McNeil!
With their own range of games, licensed games, and their
penchant for collaborative projects, River Horse are a prolific
company. With no intention to slow down, Alessio advised
what can be expected from River Horse moving forward, and
closed with one of his favourite quotations from his favourite
book, J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings.
Alessio Cavatore: We are going to maintain our ‘licensing
division’ by continuing to support Tails of Equestria and our
growing Henson Line, and of course go after new and
exciting licenses. At the same time, we are developing more
games that are not under license, which allow us more
control and ownership. What could possibly go wrong!?
“I wish it need not have happened in my time,” said Frodo.
“So do I,” said Gandalf, “and so do all who live to see such
times. But that is not for them to decide. All we have to
decide is what to do with the time that is given us.”
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To read an in-depth interview with Alessio Cavatore, visit
www.shadowsofcentralis.com and head to the ‘Interviews’
page.
River Horse
Website: www.riverhorse.eu
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RiverHorseEU
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: A CLOSER LOOK AT MAGIC
This article offers an overview of using Magic in games of
Shadows of Centralis, while full details and rules for Magic
can be found in the Shadows of Centralis book. Free PDF
downloads of the Magic Spells listed in the book (both
General Magic Spells (a list of 10) and army-specific Magic
Spells (a list of 6 per army)) are available from
www.shadowsofcentralis.com
From wise wizards with their mastery of incantations to
nefarious necromancers reading from macabre grimoires,
from divining seers with their strange gift of second sight to
mysterious, battle-hardened mages, in games of Shadows of
Centralis, units capable of casting Magic Spells are called
Magic Users. With varying powers, every army has access to
Magic Users units, and each force has access to their own
army-specific Magic Spells, in addition to the General Magic
Spells which any army can use.
“He is us. We are Him. Our vengeance is boundless.” Taken from ‘The Book
of T’Zor’ by Master Scribe and Chief Advisor to the Court of the Damned,
Rupert the Repulsive.

Strategic thinking, coupled with some good fortune, is
needed for a player to make best use of their Magic Users
units in games of Shadows of Centralis. Even then, because of
the constant interference from the gods, keeping Magic
Users units on the table longer enough to cause damage to
your opponent’s army can be a challenging business. When
able to pull off the right spell at just the right time, though, a
player can use their Magic Users to devastating effect.
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An easy rule to remember, Magic Users can typically attempt
to cast only 1 Magic Spell per Turn, and cannot cast the same
Magic Spell more than once per game. An opposing Magic
Users unit can attempt to Dispel a Magic Spell, should they
achieve this then the Magic Spell fails. With a 6+ result on a
D10 required to Dispel a Magic Spell, the typical chances of
cancelling out a Magic Spell are 1 in 2.
A Magic Spell is only a Successful Magic Spell if the Magic
User’s player rolls a D10 score which is equal to or above the
Magic (Mg) value listed within the Magic User’s Unit Profile,
and is not successfully Dispelled by an enemy Magic User.
With a plethora of gods and demigods who each hold an
interest in the events of the Orb, these supernatural entities
often interfere when a Magic User channels powers they
believe are beyond their true comprehension. Consequently,
demonstrating the power of the observing gods and
demigods, every time a Magic Users unit completes a
Successful Magic Spell, its player rolls a D10 against the God’s
Reaction To Magic Table. Depending on the D10 result, the
unit will either be blessed with extra abilities or punished.
Be it through goodness or depravity, some armies, such as
the Elves, the Order of Ophelia, and the Undead, have a
natural affinity with magic. The Elves army special rule sees
an Elven Mage possess the ability to attempt to cast 2 Magic
Spells during the Magic phase of each of the Elves player’s
Turn. Meanwhile, with both their General and Magic Users
units able to cast Magic Spells, the Order of Ophelia army
special rule allows the re-roll of failed D10 Magic rolls.
Magically dependent, an Undead army holds an especially
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close link to magic; as well as both their General and Magic
Users units being able to cast spells, should the General be
destroyed then the army as a whole is liable to fall.
Even when an army is not so closely bonded with the art of
magic, it still often holds the ability to draw from their Magic
User spells that play to the force’s strength. The Dwarfs are a
good example of this as whilst their Magic Spells tend to lack
dramatic potency, they do allow the further strengthening of
an already stoic force. The result is an army which is even
more difficult to break down.
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Shadows of Centralis armies and their Magic Users units
The Damned… With options including a Damned Warlock,
Damned Warlock on Giant Rat, and Damned Warlock with
Spiritual Retinue, a Damned army can include a maximum of
one Magic Users units.
Dwarfs… With options including a Dwarf Wizard, Dwarf
Wizard on Pony, and Dwarf Wizard on Mountain Goat, a
Dwarfs army can include a maximum of one Magic Users
units.
Elves… With options including an Elven Mage, Elven Mage on
Horse, and Elven Mage on Unicorn, an Elves army can include
a maximum of two Magic Users units.
Fiends… With options including a Priest of Darkness, Priest of
Darkness on Horse, and Priest of Darkness with Sacrificial
Cultist, a Fiends army can include a maximum of two Magic
Users units.
Followers of the Eye… With options including a Tegu
Shaman, Tegu Shaman on Timurlengia, and Tegu Shaman
with Bodyguards, a Followers of the Eye army can include a
maximum of two Magic Users units.
Goblins… With options including a Goblin Shaman and Goblin
Shaman on Hyena, A Goblins army can include a maximum of
two Magic Users units.
Hag Elves… With options including a Hag Elf Mage, Hag Elf
Mage on Horse, and Hag Elf Mage on Unicorn, a Hag Elves
army can include a maximum of two Magic Users units.
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Konstrato Empire… With options including a Konstrato
Empire Wizard and Konstrato Empire Wizard on Horse, a
Konstrato Empire army can include a maximum of one Magic
Users units.
The Lords… With options including a Seeker and Seeker on
Horse, a Lords army can include a maximum of one Magic
Users units.
Orcs… With options including an Orc Shaman and Orc
Shaman on Wild Boar, an Orcs army can include a maximum
of two Magic Users units.
Order of Ophelia… With options including a Witch and Witch
on Horse, an Order of Ophelia army can include a maximum
of two Magic Users units.
Also, with options including a High Priestess, High Priestess
on Horse, High Priestess on Lamassu, and High Priestess on
Chariot, the Order of Ophelia General unit (of which just one
can be taken) can attempt to cast 2 Magic spells in each
Magic phase of the Order of Ophelia player’s Turns.
Samurai… With options including a Samurai Wizard and
Samurai Wizard on Horse, a Samurai army can include a
maximum of one Magic Users units.
Servants of Extinction… With options including a Visionary
and Visionary on Horse, a Servants of Extinction army can
include a maximum of two Magic Users units.
Undead… With options including a Necromancer and
Necromancer on Horse, an Undead army can include a
maximum of two Magic Users units.
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Also, with options including a Vampire, Vampire on Horse,
Master Necromancer, and Master Necromancer on Horse,
the Undead General unit (of which just one can be taken) can
attempt to cast Magic spells in each Magic phase of the
Undead player’s Turns. A Vampire and Vampire on Horse can
attempt to cast 1 Magic Spell, while a Master Necromancer
and Master Necromancer on Horse can attempt to cast 2
Magic Spells.
Yalif… With options including a Yalif Seer, Yalif Seer on Horse,
Yalif Seer on Camel, and Yalif Seer on Chariot, a Yalif army
can include a maximum of one Magic Users units.

‘Warlords of Erehwon: Samurai Heroes’. Copyright: Warlord Games.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS & WARLORD GAMES
In a similar vein to Warlord Games’ Warlords of Erehwon,
one of the refreshing aspects of playing a game of Shadows
of Centralis is the involvement of miniatures from any model
manufacturer, old or new. Free from the persecution of the
‘model police’, there is no right or wrong way in which a
player chooses his models when constructing his Shadows of
Centralis army.
Use existing collections…
Eager to get playing, and looking to offer a new lease of life
to ‘retired’ models or those typically used in other wargames,
some Shadows of Centralis players may look to their existing
collections of miniatures when building an army.
Start from scratch…
Seeing the flexibility afforded by being able to mix and match
figures from different model companies, some players may
prefer to create a Shadows of Centralis army from scratch as
they combine various ranges.
Here is a list of recommended model manufacturers:
https://shadowsofcentralis.com/model-manufacturers/
Convert an army…
Shadows of Centralis has a number of unique races and
factions, offering those who like to convert or sculpt models
the opportunity to create an entire army of unique figures.
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A bit of everything…
If some players are drawn to the idea of taking to the
tabletop an army which encompasses aspects of all of the
above, why not?
Warlord Games
As Shadows of Centralis fuses aspects of fantasy, science
fiction and horror, model manufacturers who cater for such
genres are ideal for those players looking to either buy
figures to use ‘as is’ or convert. Given their extensive range of
28mm models, available in plastic, metal, and resin, Warlord
Games are one of the companies players might look to when
building their Shadows of Centralis armies.
Such is the size of their ever-growing catalogue, and in order
to give the depth of detail deserved, given the quality of their
models, it is not possible to list all Warlord Games
considerations in one article, so there will be future features
on the company, too. What this article does, though, is
broadly set out how many of Warlord Games’ miniatures can
be used in games of Shadows of Centralis.
Warlords of Erehwon and Beyond the Gates of Antares
With Warlords of Erehwon and Beyond the Gates of Antares,
Warlord Games offers Shadows of Centralis players some
great options for models with both fantasy and science
fiction aesthetics.
Available in a boxed set, as well as individual sprues, the
Warlords of Erehwon Orc Warband allows for some
interesting conversion options for players of Orcs, Goblins,
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Damned or Fiends. Meanwhile, the Warlords of Erehwon
Skeleton Warriors, also available as a boxed set or as
individual sprues, are perfect for Undead players.
Perhaps more with the idea of using ‘as is’ in mind, though
the models do lend themselves to converting, the Warlords
of Erehwon Samurai boxed sets provide Shadows of Centralis
Samurai players with a superb range of miniatures to choose
from.

‘Warlords of Erehwon: Bandits & Brigands’. Copyright: Warlord Games.

Warlord Games’ Beyond the Gates of Antares boxed sets
offer more of a science fiction slant to Shadows of Centralis
players. Algoryn, Concord, Freeborn, and Isorian models
provide a number of options for players of the Lords. With
their mutated and grotesque forms, and suitably vengeful
countenances, Freeborn Misgenic Rejects are great for
Damned players, while the impressive Xilos Gulper model
makes a perfect Damned Gigantic Hallucigenia. Given their
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size and often crazed appearance, with a little converting
(perhaps sculpting some pointy ears) and creative thinking,
Ghar models can be used within armies of Goblins.

‘Warlords of Erehwon: Armoured Onna-bugeisha’. Copyright: Warlord
Games.

Warlord Games’ historical ranges
Since releasing their very first set of models in 2008, some
superb Bob Naismith-sculpted Roman Legionaries, Warlord
Games have firmly established themselves as a prolific
producer of highly detailed 28mm historical wargaming
miniatures. Covering ancient warfare, all the way through to
the mid-20th century, Warlord Games provide miniatures for
World War II (Bolt Action), the ‘Black Powder’ era (1700 –
1900), the ‘Pike & Shotte’ period (1400 – 1600), and the early
bronze age (3000 BC) through to medieval knights (1400)
with Hail Caesar.
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On the surface, it may seem that historical figures need be
discounted for consideration when constructing an army for
Shadows of Centralis, however this is far from the case. All of
the periods covered by Warlord Games offer miniatures
which can be fielded in games of Shadows of Centralis.
Hail Caesar
Warlord Games’ Hail Caesar range is a veritable treasuretrove for players of Shadows of Centralis, especially for those
fielding armies of the Damned, Servants of Extinction, and
Yalif.

‘Archaean Slingers’. Copyright: Warlord Games.

Archaean Slingers are perfect for using as Damned Slingers,
while the many different plastic sprues from the Hail Caesar
range provide an ideal basis for conversions.
Dynamically posed and suitably armed, the many Viking
models of Warlord Games’ Hail Caesar range make for ideal
Servants of Extinction units.
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With a little conversion work, such as weapon swaps, players
fielding Yalif armies will find interesting Warlord Games’
Early Imperial Roman Camel Riders and El Cid: Ben Yusef’s
Black Guard models.

‘El Cid: Ben Yusef’s Black Guard’. Copyright: Warlord Games.

Meanwhile, swapping out the crew, the highly impressive
Successor War Elephant model (comprising of both metal
and resin components) makes a great War Elephant unit for
armies of Yalif, as well as armies of Dwarfs. Other figures
which may appeal to Yalif players include Ancient Britons:
Mastiff Packmaster and Ancient Celts: Warhound Pack.
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Pike and Shotte
Using models and kits ‘as is’ or as part of conversion projects,
Warlord Games’ extensive Pike and Shotte range is especially
worth exploring for those fielding Konstrato Empire armies in
their games of Shadows of Centralis.

‘Wars of Religion Knights Hospitaller’. Copyright: Warlord Games.

Black Powder
Much like their Pike and Shotte range, Warlord Games’ Black
Powder collection offers players of the Konstrato Empire a
number of go-to sets. Notable mentions go to the number of
impressive cannon models available, as well as the many
Black Powder sprues which provide countless conversion
options for both Foot Troops units and Mounted Troops
units.
It is not just players of the Konstrato Empire that can find
interesting models within Warlord Games’ Black Powder
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selection; Iroquois Ritualists models are perfect for players of
Fiends, making ideal figures for units of Order of the Fiend
Cultists.
Bolt Action and Konflikt ‘47
Like many of Warlord Games’ historical miniatures, there are
several Bolt Action sets which lend themselves to conversion
projects for a number of Shadows of Centralis armies.
Meanwhile, with their futuristic weapons, Warlord Games’
Konflikt ’47 models are superb considerations for players of
the Lords, with the Waffen-SS Shocktrooper Squad and
German Specialist Medic models just two examples.

‘German Specialist Medic’. Copyright: Warlord Games.
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Thoughts from the Warlord…
A few years ago I wrote an extensive, multi-part blog feature
on Warlord Games’ owner John Stallard and his company.
During the writing of the feature, I found in John a man who
is not only highly knowledgeable and enthusiastic in his love
of wargaming, but also a genuinely nice guy to boot.
Throughout my writing of Shadows of Centralis, John has
been wonderfully supportive. Speaking a little about
Shadows of Centralis and using Warlord Games’ miniatures
to play the game, John Stallard commented,
“The Shadows of Centralis book caught me out a little to
begin with, being A5-sized and something of a whopper, so
the format threw me a little. But then, reading through the
book, I realised I quite liked that, the format is really quite
neat. I think people will find the format interesting, it’s not
what the typical rulebook looks like, but I really like it. It
would have been easy for John to do what everyone else
does, the typical A4-size book with standard layout, but I
really like what he's done. I really like a lot of the illustrations,
too, including some of the stick-style ones, which are fun.
I’m very happy to have Warlord Games’ models used with
Shadows of Centralis. It’s a very broad church, wargaming, a
very broad church. I’ve always encouraged Warlord to
support other company’s models, it’s nice to see the odd
model from a different manufacturer side-by-side with
Warlord’s figures. I love the idea (with Shadows of Centralis)
of mixing fantasy models with science fiction with historical
wargaming miniatures.”
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‘Norman Command Group’. Copyright: Warlord Games.

To read an in-depth interview with John Stallard, visit
www.shadowsofcentralis.com and head to the ‘Interviews’
page.
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Shadows of Centralis
“The Old Ones were, the Old Ones are, and the Old Ones shall be.
Not in the spaces we know, but between them. They walk serene
and primal, undimensioned and to us unseen.” H.P. Lovecraft.

Shadows of Centralis is a dynamic 28mm (1:64) scale
tabletop wargame which fuses elements of fantasy, science
fiction, and horror. Though the game can be played with
models from any manufacturer, a special mention is given to
Diehard Miniatures, Gripping Beast Ltd, Warlord Games,
Foundry Miniatures Ltd, Warmonger Miniatures,
Goblinmaster Limited, Lucid Eye Publications and Mantic,
whose fantastic miniatures feature in this book.
With a unique slant on fantasy and science fiction tropes, and
providing richly detailed background stories, Shadows of
Centralis is an immersive strategy wargame which offers
players the opportunity to field a range of different armies.
From the nightmarish Undead, resurrected from peaceful
slumber by foul necromancy, to the pious Konstrato Empire,
from the barbarous Yalif hordes to the technologically
advanced Lords, in total, there are fifteen different armies to
choose from.
Designed to be flexible and to encourage greater inclusivity,
Shadows of Centralis can be played with as few as 20 – 30
models per side, through to players taking part in largescale
battles with hundreds of models involved. With innovative
gaming features and numerous races to choose from,
Shadows of Centralis offers both experienced wargamers and
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newcomers to the hobby exciting and challenging tabletop
conflicts.
Complete with several different scenarios, full rules, and
fifteen comprehensive army lists, this 400-page A5 book
contains all the information needed to play a game of
Shadows of Centralis. So, choose your god, gather your
troops, grab your dice and tape measure, and enter into the
strange, dark world of the Orb.
Book contains
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Foreword by Rick Priestley
Introduction to Shadows of Centralis
Details of Centralis Portas and the gods
Map and history of the Orb
Full rules
6 different scenarios
15 army lists; Damned, Dwarfs, Elves, Fiends,
Followers of the Eye, Goblins, Hag Elves, Konstrato
Empire, Lords, Orcs, Order of Ophelia, Samurai,
Servants of Extinction, Undead, Yalif
Featured model manufacturers; Diehard Miniatures,
Gripping Beast Ltd, Warlord Games, Foundry
Miniatures Ltd, Warmonger Miniatures,
Goblinmaster Limited, Lucid Eye Publications, Mantic

Shadows of Centralis, out now!
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Diehard Miniatures: www. diehardminiatures.com
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com
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Shadows of Centralis, the new tabletop wargame, out now!
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SATYR ART STUDIO: A TALK WITH DREW DAY
WILLIAMS

The ‘Monster Creator’, Drew Day Williams. Copyright: Drew Day Williams.

Born and raised in Baltimore, Maryland, owner and driving
force of Satyr Art Studio, Drew Day Williams grew up in a
household teeming with creativity. Whilst his friends were
gifted with the latest toys and shiny gadgets, Drew was the
enthusiastic recipient of blocks of plasticine and other arts
and crafts goodies. Such encouragement to create his own
playthings clearly set the foundations of what was to follow
for Drew, a man who is now a much sought-after sculptor of
fantasy and science fiction miniatures, and whose CV
includes work for Dwarven Forge and Wizkids.
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Kindly affording us some of his time, detailing his discovery of
Dungeons & Dragons, and later the works of sculptors such
as Bob Naismith, Bobby Jackson, and Chaz Elliott, Drew spoke
to Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine about his
introduction to the wonderful world of models and
wargaming.
Drew Day Williams: I remember always being fascinated by
model railroad projects, toy soldiers, plastic ships and
planes, and anything else miniature back in the 1970’s. But
my first exposure to gaming was when Dungeons & Dragons
exploded in popularity. Though I did buy the occasional
miniature, I never painted them or played with them. Yet I
collected them all the same.
As a teen I began to attend game conventions where there
might be open tables that I could play, but I seldom had the
time or resources to set up my own games. The first time I
personally began using miniatures in gaming was with
FASA’s Battledroids. I was initially disinterested in most
historical gaming. Though the sight of a colourful table
excited me, the games themselves seemed far too slow for
a kid with my short attention span. Fantasy gaming was
largely fringe, rarely seen, and didn’t catch my attention
until the late-1980’s, when I was exposed to Games
Workshop products imported from the UK. But by that time
I was already on my way to college.
For me, the art aspect came first. My family was full of
artists. My parents met as professional draftsmen. My
grandfather was an airplane designer. Both of my uncles
were professional artists. Even my homemaker
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grandmother had a powerful creative side, and encouraged
me to make things from the very start. While my childhood
friends got toy soldiers or model spaceships for presents on
their birthdays, my family answered my desires for toys
with gifts of plasticine, clay, or building blocks. So, from the
very start, I was encouraged to make my own toys. I was
fascinated with model planes, ships, and railroad hobbies
during that time, but was not exposed to tabletop gaming.
If ever I saw a model train or ship that I liked, I would rush
back home and carve my own out of a block of clay.

One of Drew’s fantasy sculpts. Copyright: Drew Day Williams.
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Then, in 1982, I watched an Evening Magazine television
segment about a new craze among kids called Dungeons &
Dragons. In that segment, they showed some 54mm fantasy
miniatures being used with some dungeon wall blocks on a
tabletop. From that glimpse I had assumed that those
figurines were an important part of how this “Dungeons &
Dragons” was played, and was excited to learn more. When
I discovered a Dungeons & Dragons gaming group that met
at my Middle School later that year, I remember feeling
disappointed when the games they ran were just played
using pencils, dice, and paper. I did still enjoy playing the
game with them anyway, though.
Over the next few years, I'd still occasionally buy notably
impressive miniatures for myself. I wouldn’t play with
them, I simply kept them in tobacco-scented cigar boxes
and brought them out in private to admire. It was rarely
about the utility of the miniatures for me, but more often
about the objects as pieces of art themselves.
Many of my current colleagues began as tabletop gamers
first, and then expanded their craft to include original
works. But for me, it’s been the reverse. My primary draw
towards gaming has always been the aesthetics of the art in
the hobby. The only reason I spent my first four
professional years as an illustrator instead of as a miniature
sculptor, was simply because I didn’t know where to begin;
what materials to use, what techniques were popular, and
most importantly, how to contact anyone who would show
me, much less pay me! Also, I had been actively discouraged
by my teachers, both during grade school as well as in art
school, from pursuing a career in the gaming industry.
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Referencing the likes of Tom Meier and John Dennett, as well
as Jes Goodwin, Bob Naismith, and Kevin Adams, Drew
reflected a little on some of his favourite sculptors of
wargaming miniatures.
Drew Day Williams: Gosh, there are so many people who I
admire. And these days there are far more people in the
field that I barely know about… The first sculptor who came
to my attention by name was Bobby Jackson. He’s made
oodles of products for Reaper Miniatures, as well as other
companies. He’s currently the lead developer for Osprey’s
Stargrave line. I bumped into him while visiting the Armory
Warehouse showroom in Baltimore in 1997; since 1991, the
Armory Warehouse store was my favourite gaming hole.
When I saw Bobby carrying his latest greens, original
sculptures, with him, I immediately recognized what they
were, and I exploded with questions about how he went
about making them. Fortunately for me, Bobby is a
generous soul, and he matched my enthusiasm right there
on the spot, sharing all the information he could give me,
connecting me with my first clients, and helping me to get
started in the business.
Not long after that I met former GW employee, Chaz Elliott.
I think this was at Wintercon and Gencon 1998. At that
time, he had recently moved to America from the UK to
work as a creative director at Wizards of the Coast in
Seattle. It was Chaz who took the extra time to show me his
techniques, and share his favourite tools. His influential
background in the industry, his perspectives, his aesthetics
as an artist, and the surprising breadth and depth of his
knowledge, have inspired me to this day.
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Also at Gencon 1998, I met the queen of miniatures
sculpting, former Ral Partha talent, Sandy Garrity. She was
demo sculpting for Stefan Pokorny’s Dwarven Forge booth,
and welcomed me to sit beside her to learn everything she
could teach me; from how she manages her studio time, to
how she conducts business with her clients. From Sandy I
learned the brass tacks of how to take myself seriously as a
professional miniature sculptor, and to maintain control of
my portfolio and my schedule. I also met the amazing
Stefan Pokorny then, too! But Stefan only sculpted high
quality terrain, so it would be a few years later before we
would work together.

One of Drew’s mythical/ fantasy sculpts. Copyright: Drew Day Williams.

But long, long, before I ever met those guys, I was
occasionally collecting fantasy miniatures in blisters off a
rack in an Electronics Boutique. These were the little
treasures that I mentioned earlier, the ones that I hoarded
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in those old cigar boxes. Though I did not know their names
at the time, it turned out that I had my favourites. In
hindsight, it turned out that I was an impulsive collector of
miniatures sculpted by Tom Meier and John Dennett. Their
craftsmanship in Ral Partha and Grenadier products back in
the early-1980’s elevated everyone’s expectations for the
tabletop miniatures industry.
Then there is the legendary team that gathered at Citadel
back in the 1980’s. Their output during that time seemed
like lightning in a bottle, and it transformed not only
tabletop gaming, but many common conventions of fantasy
media in general. Bob Naismith’s raw creativity, Jes
Goodwin’s design clarity, Kev Adams’ mirthful character,
and the Perry Twins’ informed detailing, were just a few of
the factors that catapulted Citadel and Games Workshop to
the very top tier of the industry.
These days I'm always finding myself blown away by other
sculptor’s work. There are too many to mention here. But a
few that currently excite me the most are Kev White, Matt
Bickley, and Boris Woloszyn. Kev White is an industry
veteran who I’d guess never felt comfortable with the
studio scene. He seems far happier just sculpting things as
he pleases in his own time. I admire his prolific output, his
independence, and his artistic vision. Hasslefree Miniatures
is the outlet for his product. I think his work with the
human form, gesture, compression, personality, and
crispness, is some of the very best in the business.
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One of Drew’s fantasy sculpts. Copyright: Drew Day Williams.

Matt Bickley, I don't know well. But in recent years he has
harnessed an inspiringly crisp approach to historical
miniatures that I find inspiring to collect, and to paint. As a
commission contractor like myself, his work can be found in
many lines. Check out Claymore Castings for a good
example of his work. There are plenty of great sculptors
that I don't find an urge to collect for my own pleasure.
Matt's work, I collect!
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Boris Woloszyn is from Poland. He’s been doing contract
sculpting over recent years but has also been a creative
partner on several unique products, too. Recently, he seems
to be sculpting for himself, and I find many of his creative
visions to be deliciously insane. He’s also very prolific,
generating one twisted nightmare after another, with an
occasional light-hearted character for good measure. I think
the best place to begin looking at his work is on his
Facebook page, Boris Woloszyn Miniatures. He blows my
mind away.
Surprisingly, when it comes to the actual playing of
wargames, these days Drew is more of an enthusiastic
spectator. Meanwhile, his own personal collection of models,
aside from his Matt Bickley figures, are lucky to receive the
slightest tickle from a paint brush.
Drew Day Williams: Though I always find tabletop gaming
to be fun and inspiring, the sad ironic truth is that I hardly
ever let myself actually play. In truth, my hobby is the
sculpting of miniatures. Whenever I finally arrive at a
gaming table to play, it takes all of my concentration just to
remain focussed on the game. This, and I rarely have the
patience to assemble everything needed to run a game in
the first place. I'm more often seen dropping in on
attractive open game tables at conventions, losing myself in
the arduous work someone else has put into a scenario.
When I do get around to painting my own miniatures, it is
only ever to a tabletop standard, usually done at the very
last minute, and specifically for bringing to use on someone
else’s painstakingly crafted terrain. If I can't focus on a
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particular upcoming event, I'm otherwise just too restless to
see a painting project through to completion.

One of Drew’s horror sculpts. Copyright: Drew Day Williams.

Inspired by some of his favourite sculptors of fantasy and
science fiction miniatures, Drew described some of his
current projects.
Drew Day Williams: After over twenty-two years as a
contract sculptor, I've decided to have a little personal fun
in 2022. I've always gushed about the styles of certain
sculptors from the 1980’s. I've occasionally played around
with emulating their sculpting for some side projects as my
schedule allowed. But this year I'm going to be producing
original miniatures every month.
Each new batch is based on my personal guess on how a
particular sculptor may have tackled them back in the day.
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Earlier this year I tried my hand at how Aly Morrison might
create sci-fi female warriors; a limited series, those models
will not be available after May 2022. In March of this year, I
explored how a young Bob Naismith might’ve sculpted
some rough and ready sci-fi troopers. Later this year, I’m
going to be trying my hand at pretending to be Bob Olley,
Nick Bibby, Jes Goodwin, or the Perry Twins. But all done
with original sculptures. And no, I don't mean as they might
sculpt something today. Bob Olley is very active and still
developing new ranges of figures. Bob Naismith, now a
proud grandpa, is still going strong, releasing his own
printable STL sculptures. Jes Goodwin remains one of the
lead contemporary directors at Games Workshop. And Nick
Bibby, well, he’s moved onto the fine arts, and is creating
incredible bronze sculptures. Some of which are huge!
My focus is simply on trying to capture a bit of that ‘bottled
magic’ that they harnessed as younger men, back when
things were wild and new. Original figures we could have
seen from them, but never did. I guess it's just something I
need to get out of my system, as a sculptor, and a fan,
before I get restless and move onto my next project.
To be continued…
Satyr Art Studio

Website: www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS ARMY FOCUS: DWARFS
Though they are now a much-splintered people, with warring
clans refusing to reconcile their differences and unite against
the common enemies that surround their lands, a Dwarfs
army can still be a formidable force.
Due to the relatively high Victory Points value of their units (a
unit of 5 Dwarf Warriors is 15 VP, for example), an army of
Dwarfs will usually be outnumbered by the enemy. In
addition to their low model count, another potentially
difficult point to consider when fielding an army of Dwarfs is
their lack of pace; their units are some of the slowest of all
forces. Meanwhile, when it comes to Magic, Dwarf wizards
lack the dramatic potency of many of the Orb’s other
spellcasters.
It’s not all bad news for Dwarfs players, though. There are a
number of positive aspects to consider within a Dwarfs army.
Such is their stoical and robust nature, an army of Dwarfs is a
very difficult force to break down, a point made even
stronger due to the nature of spells a Dwarf wizard can cast.
With these things in mind, Magic Spells of note which are
available to the Dwarfs include Stronger than Steel (further
improves comrades’ D10 Durability Test rolls), Run, Run,
Run (grants comrades the Fast special rule) and Armour of
Mirrors (grants comrades the Beguiling special rule).
Armed with a pistol and a choice of hand weapons, on foot or
mounted upon a pony or markhor, a Dwarf chieftain (General
unit) has the Inspiring and Dutch Courage special rules.
Meanwhile, with a choice of champion on foot or mounted
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on a pony, or a musician, Dwarfs can take field two
Champions units.
Wielding an axe, hammer, or sword, and with a Hand-toHand (H-t-H) value of 6+ and Durability (D) value of 6+, Dwarf
Warriors are solid Foot Troops. While Dwarf Line Breakers
provide shock and awe capabilities, missile units come in the
form of Dwarf Archers, Dwarf Gunners, and Dwarf
Crossbowmen.

‘Dwarf Army Standard Bearer’. Copyright: Mantic Entertainment Ltd.
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Within their Mounted Troops options, a Dwarfs player has
access to Dwarf Pony Riders, Dwarf Pistoleers and Dwarf Yak
Riders. Compensating for their ponies’ slower pace, Dwarf
Pony Riders, complete with their lances and enviable
Durability (D) value (4+), are both line-breaking in Hand-toHand and highly durable. Mounted missile users, Dwarf
Pistoleers often work well when tasked with taking down the
crew of an enemy war machine or finishing off weakened
units. With a Movement (M) value of 10, Dwarf Yak Riders
are the quickest of the Dwarfs’ Mounted Troops and, much
like Dwarf Pony Riders, benefit from a Durability (D) value of
4+.

‘Macedonian Successors War Elephant’. Copyright: Warlord Games.
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Though limited to just one Monsters unit, the unit available,
the Dwarf War Elephant, packs a hefty punch. In addition to
each member of crew carrying a lance and blunderbuss,
when this units Charges it automatically inflicts 4 Hits of
the Charged unit.
Able to field up to four Machines of War units, Dwarfs can
devastate an enemy with a range of weapons. Dwarf
Ornithopter units offer highly mobile troops armed with
mounted flamethrowers. The Dwarf Pony Chariot is a reliable
unit breaker, while the Dwarf Cannon and Dwarf Ballista
provide long-range missile fire (both with a 3” template).
When it comes to the choice of Dwarf models, with several
different model manufacturers producing numerous
miniatures which are suitable, players have many different
options to choose from when constructing a Shadows of
Centralis Dwarfs army.
Both Mantic and North Star Military Figures have extensive
collections of Dwarf models, as do Warmonger Miniatures.
Though their respective collections are not so numerous,
Diehard Miniatures and Lucid Eye Publications produce some
wonderful metal miniatures which make great General,
Champions and Magic Users units. A combination of resin
and metal components, Warlord Games’ Macedonian
Successors War Elephant forms an ideal basis for a Dwarf
War Elephant. Successor Elephants to Carthaginian
Elephants, Timurid Elephants to Sassanid Elephants, and
even a fallen Carthaginian African Forest Elephant, Gripping
Beast also produce several wonderful models which can be
included in armies of Dwarfs.
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‘Carthaginian Elephant’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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‘Carthaginian African Forest Elephant (casualty)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast
Ltd.

Further information on the Ystrad-following Dwarfs, as well
as the complete Dwarfs Army List, can be found in the
Shadows of Centralis book, which is available for purchase via
Amazon, Gripping Beast Ltd, Diehard Miniatures, and Lucid
Eye Publications.
Shadows of Centralis, out now!
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Diehard Miniatures: www. diehardminiatures.com
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com
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YSTRAD (God of the Dwarfs)
“Giver of strength, wisest of gods, guide us in hunting, guide us in war, and
above all else, guide us to gold.” Prayer of the Dwarfs.

I

ndustrious, stoical, grudge-holding, and cantankerous,
Ystrad is the powerful god of the dwarfs. Famed for his
fiery temper and seeming inability to back down from a
challenge, Ystrad is an impatient deity prone to rash
decisions.
With keenness of eyesight and hearing, and with an intense
focus to detail, Ystrad is a master of metal manipulation,
craftwork, and hunting. With an insatiable appetite for gold,
silver, and precious stones, Ystrad is the most avaricious of
the gods.
Mountainous and with vast alpine tundras, Ystrad’s spiritual
realm is one of harsh coldness and extreme, biting winds.
Congregating in large herds, mountain goats, markhors, and
yaks roam Ystrad’s vast and inhospitable dominion,
consequently, such beasts are revered amongst the dwarfs of
the Orb. Meanwhile, from his immense cavernous hall,
illuminated by a series of arcane, blue-flamed torches, the
Dwarf God views events on the Orb with great interest as he
gazes into his misted mirrors of time.
With history books and legends littered with their references,
the dwarfs are one of the oldest races of the Orb, but their
kingdoms have long been in decline as rival clans clash and
struggle to unite against their common enemies. A loyal and
determined god, Ystrad looks to bring together the dwarf
race and return to them their kingdoms and riches of old.
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LUCID EYE PUBLICATIONS: NEW MODELS
Our friends over at Lucid Eye Publications have been busy
adding to their already extensive range of miniatures. Added
to their Toon Realm range is the characterful Runcorn the
Unicorn. Meanwhile, swelling out the ranks of their growing
range of Rome and the Wars of the Middle Sea range, coming
soon are several Roman Cavalry models. With some minimal
conversion work, these cavalry models can easily be
incorporated into games of Shadows of Centralis, serving as
Purging Beacons of the Konstrato Empire or as Equi
Ascensores of the Lords.

‘Runcorn the Unicorn’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Lucid Eye Publications.
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‘Roman Cavalry’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Lucid Eye Publications.
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‘Roman Cavalry’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Lucid Eye Publications.
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‘Roman Cavalry’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Lucid Eye Publications.
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‘Roman Cavalry’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Lucid Eye Publications.
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TALKING SYLCREATE WITH SCOTT MCCARTHY
Sister company of Sylmasta, SylCreate was launched in
earnest in 2020. Manufacturers and suppliers of a wide range
of modelling putties, casting and mould making kits,
adhesives, glazing and restoration products, paints, and
more, SylCreate have quickly garnered a reputation for
providing high quality items backed with superb customer
service. Such is their range of hobby and craft supplies, this
family-run business appeals to both professional and
amateur creators and restorers alike. Centred around the
communications between Sylmasta marketing manager Scott
McCarthy and Shadows of Centralis Monthly Magazine, this
article delves into the world of SylCreate.

Scott McCarthy: We launched our SylCreate website in May
2020. Over the previous six or seven years, Sylmasta had
been moving more towards an industrial pathway. The
focus was on our pipe repair range and the craft and model
making side was becoming a little neglected; we were not
actively marketing anything and simply relying on our longstanding customers who had been with us for years.
It was in January 2020 that we decided to effectively split
the company in two. The Sylmasta side could then focus
solely on our industrial users and SylCreate could offer a
renewed focus on model making, restoration and craft.
Little did we know when we took the decision that two
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months later, the UK would be in a lockdown and there
would be a surge in interest in crafts as people found
themselves looking for new or rediscovered passions to fill
their time.
Sylmasta has been around for over 20 years now. Those
who used to attend model fairs and shows will probably
remember the founders, David Bedding, his wife June and
their son, Simon. They were regulars at exhibitions until the
focus shifted more to the industrial side.
Clearly, they made an impression as we get plenty of emails
and phone calls from customers who remember them!
Sadly, David passed away in 2019. Sylmasta and SylCreate
continue to go from strength-to-strength with Simon at the
helm, and we now employ more staff than at any time in
the company’s history.
Given the differences between a pipe repair company
(Sylmasta) and a modelling putties and supplies business
(SylCreate), we were interested to learn from Scott how
SylCreate developed.
Scott McCarthy: Our Sylmasta AB Original Epoxy Putty –
since rebranded as Geomfix AB for the SylCreate side – was
popular with both model makers and in industry. We also
manufactured adhesives for both craft users and industry
and had expertise in resins. So, all the knowledge that the
company was using to produce products for the model
making world was transferable into making putties, resincoated fibre glass wraps and other materials which can be
used to fix pipes.
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Sylmasta now work with a number of the United Kingdom’s
water companies for fixing leaks on the public network, as
well as water suppliers in other countries and private users.
Our pipe repair solutions are effective on all types of pipes
carrying everything from water to gas to petrochemicals.
It makes Sylmasta a very exciting company to work for; one
minute, you can be dealing with a client in Bahrain who has
a 3-metre diameter oil line they need to fix. The next, you
might be advising a customer in Rotherham as to how to
take a cast of a sculpt they have done of Treebeard from
Lord of the Rings.

‘Magic Sculpt’. Copyright: SylCreate/ Sylmasta.
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Given the modelling putties and products they supply, we
asked whether SylCreate had any keen modelling or
wargaming enthusiasts within their ranks.
Scott McCarthy: No, believe it or not! The closest we have
to a wargaming enthusiast is probably our technical
manager, who is a very good chess player! Making silicone
moulds and casting parts in resin is something we have
expertise at in the office and we have even been known to
take on commissions of difficult pieces that customers have
struggled with.
Sculpting though is beyond any of us. We were testing out a
new product recently – a flesh coloured putty – and I tried
to sculpt a human face with it. It ended up looking more like
a cross between a potato and some sort of demonic pig.
Our lack of ability in the model making and sculpting
department is why we love it when customers send in
pictures of their work. It is genuinely mind-blowing some of
the stuff that is created, especially when it comes to the
intricate details that wargamers manage to achieve.

‘Green Stuff Stick’. Copyright: SylCreate/ Sylmasta.
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SylCreate, comparing modelling putties;
•

•

•

•

“Green Stuff is a favourite of wargamers. It is sticky
with a smooth cut which holds fine details, making it
suitable for intricate carving and adding fine details
when converting existing models made from other
epoxy putty. Once cured, it retains a degree of
flexibility. It is malleable when set, allowing it to be
bent into shape without breaking.
Magic Sculp has a fine grain structure and a soft
consistency, meaning it does will not shrink or crack,
even when formed in large structures. It can be
smoothed with water to provide an ultra-smooth
finish, making it popular with sculptors. In model
making, Magic Sculp is used to create masters,
assemble figures and carry out conversions.
Geomfix Original combines Green Stuff’s ability to
hold fine detail with the hard finish of Magic Sculp,
setting to a ceramic-like material. Its tough surface
preserves fine details like facial features and it
withstands vulcanising well. Model makers, china
restorers, doll repairers, jewellery designers, pattern
makers and industrial users all use Geomfix.
Geomfix Coloured is a coloured version of the
Original. The standard range of colours match
Swarovski crystals. Should a more specific colour be
required, then we have the capability to custommake Geomfix to virtually any colour. It is most
commonly used in jewellery making, restoration, and
model making, crafts and art tasks when the user is
keen to avoid painting the cured putty.
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•

Superfast Wood is an epoxy putty specially
formulated to match the colour and texture of wood.
It can be sculpted and carved to create wooden
figures, as a filler to repair existing sculptures and
structures, or for the bonding together of broken
furniture.”

The hobby and craft market is one that is filled with
competing suppliers, each vying to attract the attention of
hobbyists. We asked Scott to tell us what sets SylCreate apart
from its competitors.
Scott McCarthy: Because we produce our putties and resins
on site, we can go above and beyond what other companies
do in terms of customer service. If a client needs a
particular-coloured putty for example, our technicians have
the expertise to custom-make it to a shade of virtually any
colour.
One of the most unusual requests we have ever had was for
a “Donald Trump shade of orange.” Within a day, we had
perfected the putty and sent it to the customer. We did not
dare ask what they were doing with it, though!
Our in-house production also enables us to have quick
turnarounds – most of the time. We can mix and despatch
putties and resins the same day orders come in. This has
become a little more challenging recently as getting in the
raw materials has proven difficult due to the supply chain
issues every industry in the UK has faced. We will always try
and find a way to overcome these however and provide a
solution for customers.
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Describing the relaunch of SylCreate’s Geomfix Coloured
range in 250g pack sizes, Scott explained what people can
expect to see next from the company.
Scott McCarthy: We are about to officially relaunch our
Geomfix Coloured range in 250g pack sizes. These were
previously only available in 1kg bulk and mainly aimed at
jewellery makers. We had a number of model makers and
wargamers request smaller pack sizes for their own uses, so
you can now buy 24 different coloured putties. The
feedback on these has already been good – especially the
emerald green amongst those who find Green Stuff a little
too sticky to work with.
With those aforementioned supply chain issues, we are also
trying to find ways to become less reliant on raw materials
coming in from abroad. If we manage to do that, then we
will be in an even better position to meet the demand of
our customers and keep them supplied with the materials
they need for all their craft and model making activities.

‘Geomfix Coloured’. Copyright: SylCreate/ Sylmasta.
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SylCreate Product List
Modelling Putty
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geomfix Original A+B
Geomfix Coloured
Magic Sculp
Green Stuff Reel (90cm)
Green Stuff Stick
Superfast Wood Stick

Casting and Mould Making
•
•

Sylmasta Casting Kit
Sylmasta Casting Kit XL

Glazing and Restoration
•
•
•
•
•

Coldglaze PRO 2 Clear Gloss
Coldglaze PT146 Thinners
Coldglaze PRO 2 Retarder
CGW White Paste
S532 Matting Agent

Adhesives & Hxtal NYL-1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hxtal NYL-1 Clear Epoxy
Sylmasta Rapid 5 Minute Epoxy
Sylmasta Metal Rapid 5 Minute Epoxy
50ml Cartridge Applicator Gun
Sylmasta Superglue Kit
Sylmasta Superglue & Activator Kit
Sylmasta CAE1500 High Viscosity Superglue
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sylmasta CAE120 Multipurpose Superglue
Sylmasta CAE3 Penetrating Superglue
Ultra-Fine Superglue Nozzles
Superglue Activator 50ml (Spray & Brush)
Superglue Activator 200ml (Aerosol)
Superglue Debonder
UHU Plast Plastic Glue (30g)
UHU Plus Sofortfest 2 Minute Epoxy (35g)
UHU Plus Schnellfest 5 Minute Epoxy (35g)
UHU Plus Endfest Heavy Duty Epoxy
UHU Plus Endfest Dual-Barrel Cartridge (50ml)
UV902 Medium Viscosity Glass Adhesive
UV Lamp 11W (UK Plug)

Swann-Morton Blades
•
•
•
•
•

No.5A Handle
ACM No.22 Blade – 5 Pack
SF1 Handle
SM63 Blade – Box of 25
SM68 Blade – Box of 25

Micro Mesh Abrasives
•
•
•
•
•
•

4-Way Flexi-File & 50ml Micro Abrasive Gloss Liquid
Set
Acrylic Restoral Kit
Cushioned Micro Abrasive Pads 50mm x 50mm
Micro Abrasive Gloss Liquid 50ml
2-Way Flexi-File
3-Way Flexi-File
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•

4-Way Flexi File

Ultimate Paints
•
•

European Gold Paint (15g)
English Gold Paint (15g)

‘Green Stuff Reel (90cm)’. Copyright: SylCreate/ Sylmasta.

SylCreate
Website: www.sylcreate.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SylCreate
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: READER OF THE SCRIPTURES
Worshippers of the insane god Berossus, the Lords are a
technology obsessed, breakaway faction of the human race.
Technologically, mirroring their deranged god, the Lords are
both highly advanced and highly regressive. Meanwhile,
though an army of the Lords cannot boast the most capable
of soldiers, it does have the greatest access to the Orb's most
advanced weaponry. Also, be it through drugs or mental
conditioning, most of the army’s units are impervious to fear,
too.
Available to Lords players as a Champions unit, a Reader of
the Scriptures is a zealous preacher of Berossus’ teachings.
With his words amplified across the field of battle through a
pole-mounted speaker system, a Reader of the Scriptures has
the Encouraging special rule. Meanwhile, wearing light
armour, a Reader of the Scriptures is armed with a sound gun
and sword or axe.
Like many of the units within Shadows of Centralis, a Reader
of the Scriptures lends itself very well to those who like to
convert models; allowing players to field some truly unique
looking armies. The model below was constructed using a
mix of plastic kits from Wargames Atlantic and Warlord
Games, along with a little green stuff. The pole-mounted
speaker was made using a piece of brass rod, a small wooden
block, and thin plastic wires.
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Reader of the Scriptures
M

A

H-tH
7+
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M
g
-
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D

VP

Reader of
5
1/ 1
7+
4+ 2
8+ 30
the
Scriptures
Equipment: Wearing light armour, a Reader of the Scriptures is armed with
a sound gun and sword or axe. Special Rules: A Reader of the Scriptures
has the Encouraging special rule.

Conversion components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head: Raumjäger Infantry (Wargames Atlantic)
Body and legs: German Grenadiers (Warlord Games)
Arm with pointing hand: Raumjäger Infantry
(Wargames Atlantic)
Arm with hand holding map: German Grenadiers
(Warlord Games)
Gun: Raumjäger Infantry (Wargames Atlantic)
Shoulder pad armour: Samurai Horsemen (Warlord
Games)
Radio on speaker: Raumjäger Infantry (Wargames
Atlantic)
Smock: Green stuff

Wargames Atlantic
Website: www.wargamesatlantic.com
Warlord Games
Website: www.warlordgames.com
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HORROR FIENDS: TRISH CARDEN
In last month’s issue of Shadows of Centralis Monthly
Magazine, the magazine’s Horror Fiends article focussed on
the author of the Cthulhu Mythos, and one of this magazine’s
favourite writers, H.P. Lovecraft. One of the many writers
Lovecraft influenced is Stephen King, an author who is
referenced in this month’s Horror Fiends as Shadows of
Centralis Monthly Magazine talks with sculptor and artist,
Trish Carden.
Trish Carden: I think my horror gene was woken up when I
used to hide behind the couch and peek out to watch the
Ice Warriors and Yeti on Doctor Who. They scared me but I
couldn’t stop watching! I began to watch old movies like
Nosferatu and The Birds and realised that the horror I
enjoyed was not the gory, blood filled ‘slasher’ type but
something darker and more pagan with plenty of
psychological scares.
Books by authors like Stephen King and Adam Neville soon
followed, writers who explored the dark side of the psyche
and the primitive, hidden nature in mankind. To me, that’s
far more disturbing than an endless blood fest. I think it ties
into my love of folklore where things aren’t always as they
seem, where places have ancient evils at their heart. It’s a
more elemental form of horror, full of shadows and rituals
and old ways. It plays on our fear of the dark, our need to
just walk down that lonely forest trail when we know it’s a
bad idea. It’s monsters under the bed and the creepy
villages of dead-eyed people that you find yourself in when
your car breaks down in the dark.
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To me this kind of horror is much more visceral and
disturbing because it could be anywhere and everywhere,
hiding in plain sight. A perfect evening for me is curling up
on the couch to watch a film like The Witch, The Ritual or
Midsommer and being transported to the unsettling place
where my inner fears can take centre stage for a while.
Having penned many self-published works, author Stephen King’s
first professional sale came in 1967, when his short story The Glass
Floor was featured in Startling Mystery Stories (published by Health
Knowledge Inc). Since then, King has written more than sixty
novels, many of which have been made into films, as well as
numerous short stories, and a selection of non-fiction books.
Some of King’s most popular stories, and later adapted for film,
include Carrie, The Shining, Misery, The Green Mile, and Pet
Sematary.

It is difficult to choose a favourite Stephen King story. Ones
I particularly enjoyed are The Stand, The Institute, Lisey’s
Story, Duma Key and Desperation. Not necessarily his bestknown stories but full of great characters and plenty of his
trademark darkness. I think The Shining and The Green Mile
are the best films made from his books. It’s rare that the
films have the same impact on me as the books, they never
quite live up to the images in my head and the characters
are never as well formed and multi-layered as they are in
their written form.
Stephen King is great at creating characters that really pull
you into their lives. You may not like them, but they make
you want to know more about them and their part in the
story. He gets right inside the characters’ heads and make
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them real, fallible, and believable people. You can imagine
them as neighbours, bosses, friend, or enemies. It’s hard to
pick out and comment on one particular character that
appeals to me most. I find all of them intriguing, some of
them relatable and some downright terrifying and all of
them have some facet of their personality shown that you
just don’t expect!
Released in 1978, and nominated for Best Novel in the following
years’ World Fantasy Awards, The Stand is Stephen King’s epic
post-apocalyptical tale of a deadly influenza-fuelled division of
good and evil within a split society. Over the years, subsequent
television miniseries and comic book features have expanding on
the nuances of morality laid out in King’s novel, while exploring
further the evocative dystopian landscape.

My preference for books or film sometimes comes from
which one I experienced first. I saw the film of The Ritual
and really enjoyed it, so I picked up the book. Reading that
added lots of new intrigue and depth to the story. I think if
I’d read the book first the film may have been slightly
disappointing. I see visuals really clearly when I’m reading,
especially if the language used is very descriptive and rich…
China Mieville and Cormac McCarthy are good examples of
that. I think it can often be difficult to really portray the full
feeling of horror that the author intended in a film that is
only a couple of hours long.
I don’t often make a point of looking into an author’s
influences, you can get a bit of an idea of what they are as
you read the story. Having said that, any interviews I’ve
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read have always brought up unexpected and interesting
details.

‘Centaur’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Trish Carden.
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‘Centaur’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Trish Carden.
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Produced by Morningside Productions for Columbia Pictures, 20 Million
Miles to Earth was released in 1957, and featured the works and
involvement of Ray Harryhausen.

Produced by Morningside Productions for Columbia Pictures, The 7th
Voyage of Sinbad was released in 1958, and featured the works and
involvement of Ray Harryhausen.
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Raymond Harryhausen was an artist, designer, writer and
film producer famed for his skills in stop-motion model
animation; ‘Dynamation’. His films include The 7th Voyage Of
Sinbad, Jason And The Argonauts, First Men In The Moon,
Sinbad And The Eye Of The Tiger and One Million Years BC.
Noted as an influence to a range of fantasy and sciencefiction film producers, his fans include Steven Spielberg,
Peter Jackson, Tim Burton, and Nick Park. George Lucas once
said, “Without Ray Harryhausen, there would likely have
been no Star Wars”.

‘Forest Wyrm’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Trish Carden.

Trish Carden: Ray Harryhausen was an early (sculpting)
influence for me. I loved all the Sinbad films and would be
hard pressed to decide on a favourite! The creatures in
them entranced me, I’d never seen anything like them
before and was instantly hooked. I think Kali must rank
as one of my favourites, I loved the sinuous way she moved.
The Cyclops also made a big impression… literally! Jason
And The Argonauts was another favourite as it had the
amazing Hydra in it. When I began sculpting monsters all
these creatures were a huge inspiration for me.
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I wouldn’t immediately think of Harryhausen as dealing in
horror, perhaps because his work references myths and
legends that are already known. Upon reflection though, he
brings those tales to life in three dimensions and gives form
to what might previously only have been in your
imagination. There is an element of horror at seeing what
might only have been in your mind’s eye, but it’s a more
subtle form of horror, not relying on blood and gore. It’s the
horror of bizarre creatures from stories come to life and the
possibilities of even more of the unknown just around the
corner. It definitely links into my love of folktales as ways to
understand the unknown and unseen worlds.

‘Forest Wyrm’ (in progress shot). Copyright: Trish Carden.
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‘Cerberus’ (top and bottom). Copyright: Trish Carden.
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‘Cerberus’ (top and bottom). Copyright: Trish Carden.
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Prolific in her creative projects, among the many upcoming
models Trish has in mind are a series twisted humanoids,
each of whom will bear aspects of strange and unnerving
horror.
Trish Carden: I have various ideas for beast-men running
through my head and they are much more varied and
stranger than the usual goat-like beasts. I like the idea of
hybrids and unholy combinations of all types of creatures,
to me they’re far more horrific. I want them to look
unnatural but also strangely believable as if a nightmare
had come into being. There is endless scope for how they
could look, from creatures that are obviously a mix of two
or more animals to ones that are more subtly “wrong”. Who
knows what I’ll end up making? I’m sure it will change and
evolve the more I make!
There’s definitely an element of horror in some of my
sculpts and art but not usually the full on gory, bloodsoaked type. I’m more interested in the strange… the horror
that is dark and hidden, ancient and unfathomable
monstrosities and places. If a sculpt or painting leaves you
just a bit unsettled with the feeling that it’s somehow
familiar in a worrying way, then I’m happy!
To read an in-depth feature on Trish Carden, visit
www.shadowsofcentralis.com and head to ‘Interviews’.
Trish Carden Miniatures and Design
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TrishCardenminiaturesanddesign
RedBubble: CreatureTrish.redbubble.com
Instagram: www.instagram.com/monstergirl_trish
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: WEBSITE
From sample Army Lists to downloadable Magic Cards and
counters, the official Shadows of Centralis website is
regularly updated with special features which can be used to
further enhance your games of Shadows of Centralis. Here
you will also find further background information on each of
the game’s armies, as well as the other inhabitants of the
Orb. Visitors will also find reviews, hobby workshops, and
exclusive interviews with a number of personalities from the
wargaming world. Bringing together likeminded enthusiasts,
and offering a platform for their Shadows of Centralis
projects, the website also provides links to the game’s online
community.
Visit: www.shadowsofcentralis.com

‘Shieldmaiden Warlord’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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MODEL MANUFACTURERS
Shadows of Centralis can be played with models from any
manufacturer, below is a list of some of our favourites.
Diehard Miniatures
Website: www.diehardminiatures.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DiehardMiniatures
Gripping Beast Ltd
Website: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546
Warlord Games
Website: www.warlordgames.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warlordgames
Wargames Foundry
Website: www.wargamesfoundry.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WargamesFoundry
Warmonger Miniatures
Website: www.warmongerminiatures.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warmongerminiatures
Goblinmaster Limited
Website: www.goblinmaster.online
Facebook: www.facebook.com/goblinmasterlimited
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Lucid Eye Publications
Website: www.lucideyepublications.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LucidEyePublications
Mantic
Website: www.manticgames.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/manticgames
Wargames Atlantic
Website: www.wargamesatlantic.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wargamesatlantic
North Star Military Figures
Website: www.northstarfigures.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/northstarmilitaryfigures
Satyr Art Studio
Website: www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio
The Little Soldier Company
Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany
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Hobby craft suppliers
SylCreate
SylCreate, the online home of Sylmasta’s model making, resin
casting, craft, art and restoration products.
Website: www. sylcreate.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SylCreate
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NEXT MONTH…
Shadows of Centralis: A Closer at the Orb
Shadows of Centralis Army Focus: Elves
Horror Fiends: Edgar Allan Poe
Model Manufacturers
Plus, interviews, reviews, hobby articles, and more…

For more information:
johnwombat.wordpress.com
www.shadowsofcentralis.com
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